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Background:  Carotid artery stenting (CAS) is a demanding procedure with a risk of causing strokes. A scoring system based on anatomic criteria, 
developed by experts, facilitates appropriate case selection for CAS. Advancements in simulation science also allow case evaluation through patient-
specific rehearsal (PsR), by incorporation of DICOM datasets into the simulation software. This enables the interventionalist to rehearse the case 
prior to the actual procedure. This study aimed to validate the expert derived scoring system using the PsR technology and to evaluate whether 
patient cases of varying difficulty, graded according to the scoring system, influence performance parameters.
Methods:  Three patient cases were selected according to the scoring system (maximum score of 9). One case was considered easy (score :< 
4.9), one intermediate (5.0-5.9) and one difficult (> 7.0). These cases were created by 3D levelset segmentation of real patient CT datasets and 
incorporated into the simulation software. Twenty novice interventionalists, pretrained in the CAS procedure, each performed the CAS cases on the 
simulator in a randomized order. Technical performance was assessed using simulator-based metrics and expert-based video ratings.
Results:  The interventionalists took significantly more time to perform the difficult CAS case (31.3 vs. 20.3 vs. 15.4min, p<0.0001) in comparison 
to the intermediate and easy case; Similarly, they used more fluoroscopy (20.2 vs. 12.0 vs. 8.4min, p<0.0001), injected more contrast volume (60.4 
vs. 53.5 vs. 50.9ml, p=0.0060) and used more roadmaps (10.6 vs. 9.6 vs. 9.1, p=0.0040). Furthermore, the quality of the performance, as measured 
by expert-based ratings, declined significantly as the cases became more difficult (score 33 vs. 29 vs. 25, p<0.0001).
Conclusions:  The Delphi derived anatomic scoring system for CAS can adequately predict the difficulty of a CAS procedure as measured 
by patient-specific rehearsal on an endovascular simulator. This scoring system, with or without the additional use of PsR, can guide novice 
interventionalists in selecting appropriate patients for CAS. This may reduce the perioperative stroke risk and improve patient safety.
